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Environmentally friendly sensor faucets in use for the first time 
 
At the “Portal Churwalden” and at the mountain stations of the new 
panorama cable car “Heidbüel” in Swiss winter sports paradise Arosa 
Lenzerheide the first most environmentally friendly Swiss Eco Tap sensor 
faucets are used. This means enormous water and energy savings for the 
operators. 
 
The award-winning water and energy saving faucets from Swiss company Swiss 
Eco Line AG are in use for the first time in a sensor operated version: At the 
mountain stations of the new panorama cable car “Heidbüel” and at the “Portal 
Churwalden” in the winter sports paradise Arosa Lenzerheide the sensor faucets 
were installed in the toilets and ensure big savings in water and energy 
consumption. 
The most environmentally friendly Swiss Eco Tap faucets are already in use at 
home and abroad, but not as a sensor operated version. Rolf Senti, CEO of Swiss 
Eco Line AG is pleased that just in his home region the first sensor faucets ever 
were installed. 
 
Rolf Senti: "Due to the economical faucets water consumption is reduced by 90 
percent each when washing hands. In addition, the innovative spray technology 
makes a hot water supply redundant, the energy requirement for the usual hot 
water is completely eliminated.” 
The Swiss Eco Tap sensor faucet is now available at swissecoline.com. 
The “Portal Churwalden” was designed by Ritter Schumacher Architects in Chur / 
Switzerland. Michael Schumacher is one of the investors of Swiss Eco Line AG. 
 

 
Legend: Swiss Eco 
Tap sensor faucets at 
the mountain stations 
of the new panorama 
cable car Heidbüel as 
well as at the Portal 
Churwalden (Arosa 
Lenzerheide) reduce 
the water 
consumption by 90% 
and drop energy 
consumption to zero.  
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Swiss Eco Line AG is a Swiss company located in Chur / Grisons. The Swiss Eco Line AG is supported by a team 
of investors from science, business, politics, engineers and architects, and is run by Rolf Senti with the aim to 
promote the innovation of water- and energy efficient products. For more information: swissecoline.com 
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